
	

British Field Trial Winner (FTW) Broadbog Billy is a dynamic British Labrador of 
superb conformation, temperament and natural gamefinding abilities.  The search for 
a dog of this type and lineage was long in duration for Wildrose.  We desired a dog 
sired by International FTCh Waysgreen Apollo, “Scott,” close in resemblance and 
field performance.  Billy was the result. 

INTL FTCh “Scott” is a dog I have personally hunted 
over in the UK and have closely followed his trialing 
career with Nigel Carville, Wildrose partner abroad.  
Scott’s hunting abilities are dynamic and his 
conformation superb.  Interestingly, Scott has won 
three conformation shows in the UK during his career. 

International FTCh Waysgreen Apollo has qualified for the IGL Retriever Championship (British) 
three times earning a Diploma of Merit in 2015 and he has qualified three times for the Irish Retriever 
Championship as well. 

Billy’s grandmother, Shimmavale Delta, was an excellent dam for Wildrose in the states and is now 
retired.  Her sire and dam were both Field Trial Champions and her mother won the 2008 Irish Retriever Championship. 

FTW Broadbog Billy was born in Northern Ireland but was handled to his competition awards and field activities while residing 
in England.  He won 1st in a novice trial at the Lincolnshire Gundog Society, England in September, 2015.  He accomplished other 
trial awards and working tests recognitions as well.  He excelled at game picking up on some of the most prestigious estates in 
Yorkshire. 

Once arriving at Wildrose, he continued to prove himself afield and as an excellent traveling companion.  Billy projects speed, 
drive and confidence on every retrieve despite the density of cover or weather conditions.  He handles easily on land or water and 

is quick on the whistle denoting bidability with a 
willingness to work with his handler. 

Like his sire, Scott, Billy possesses superb Labrador 
conformation:  muscular, stylish tail, and blocky head.  He 
is compatible with people and dogs alike quickly earning 
him a place with the Wildrose destination demonstration 
dogs for on-the-road shows. 

Billy has the balance of performance 
afield, conformation and compatibility 
in the home qualifying him as a classic 
Gentleman’s Gundog, “The Wildrose 

Way.” 


